Hamiltonian formalism in photoexcited triplet states is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of spin coherence experiments for studying excited triplet s'tates in molecular solids has been demonstrated many times in the last ·1 few years.
For these systems, two general features are important:
1) the inhomogeneous broadening of most ESR absorption lines obscures any CW measurements of relaxation processes and necessitates the use of time-resolved spectroscopy; and 2) the optical detection of spin coherence requires that the coherent component be manifested as a population term and thus most pulse sequences which coherently saturate the system must include a rr/2 "probe pulse" to rotate the coherent component into a population difference.
2 The exceptions to this are tr.ansient nutations, rotary echoes, and rotary echo trains. The purpose of this paper is to 3 present a theoretica~ investigation of rotary echoes, a relatively simple coherence technique designed to eliminate applied field (~1 ) inhomogeneities.
In this instance, no probe pulse is required because the echo forms along the r axis in the Feynman-Vernon-Hellwarth (FVH) representation. In the first section of this paper,_we apply Average Hamiltonian 
the averaged relaxation matrix ;JCR can be determined by incrementing the· rotation angle by d8 and assigning a waiting time of Td8/0 to each value of ;JCR(8). The result in the limit that d8 approaches zero is:
Using the inequality (4) 
Xhe first point that emerges from this treatment is that the second haZf of the puZse sequence is unnecessary with respect to the (6) averaging of the reZaxation HamiZtonian. Looking at Eq. (6), we see that all off-diagonal terms involving the lz> sublevel are averaged to zero as expected. Since this will always be the case when only two of the three sublevels are coupled, we will drop the lz> sublevel column and row from J£R_ and work only with 2x2 matrices for the sake of clarity.
The most important thing to note about the 2x2 submatrix in Eq. (6) Thus, the time dependence of the spin polarization r 3 requires that the off-diagonal matrix elements be non-zero in the rotating frame. For triplet states at low temperatures, one usually assumes that T 1 = 00 ; this, corresponds to setting H and H equal to zero. Since T 2 processes yx xy then depend solely on the difference of the diagonal terms H y-H , y XX Eqs. (6) and (7) show that r One can easily demonstrate that for an arbitrary phase <P for the · applied field, the argument is identical and no additional insight is gained. The off-resonance case is more important and will be discussed 1) Even though XR was assumed to be diagonal, XR develops non-zero 2) This is. off-diagonal elements from field-induced T 1 processes.
strictly an off-resonance effect and can be visualized as follows: the effective field H ff that r precesses about lies -e -in the r 2 -r 3 plane and r therefore is not constrained to· the One canperhaps gain a clearer physical picture of off-resonance averaging by considering the geometrical components of the relaxation field and the effective field. Again, one finds that any vector perpendicular to g* is also perpendicular to gR and, as before, fields parallel to the effective· field are not averaged while those perpendicular to it are.
However, those fields perpendicular to Q* now lie in a plane, specified by w 1 and ~. which does not contain the r 3 axis. A relaxation field solely along the r 3 axis, which would be totally averaged were ~w = 0, is now only partially averaged. Referring to Fig. 2 , the angle ~eff makes with the r 2 . R axis is a= arctan(~w/wl). Therefore, any field n along the r3 axis has. through an angle 0 = WT and has all non-zero components at time T; these components ri(T) now serve as zero-time components for the 180°-phase field, referenced to the starting timeT. Equations (14) are then applied
\.)
. " with <P = 180°, again rotating the E_-Vector through 0 = WT. Since the experimental observable is r (2T), this is the only component of interest, We will now account for population being fed into the lowest triplet state from the singlet manifold and subsequently decaying to the ground state or other excited states. The time dependence of the density matrix must be modified to include terms which both populate and deplete the diagonal elements at rates Fy, Fx• and ky• kx respectively, and terms which deplete the off-diagonal elements at an average rate kA = 1/2 (ky + kx). Generally, triplet state lifetimes will not affect echo decays because other processes of interest occur on a much more rapid time scale.
The curve for kA = 10 2 sec-l in Fig. 7 represents a typical triplet state lifetime and is virtually identical to the curve in Fig. 6 for !J.w = 1 MHz. 1.
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